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ACOST & ROYSTON, ING 

BREEDERS OF FINE ORCHIDS 

EST LOS ANGELES 25, CALIFORNIA 



FINE ORCHIDS ARE NO 

MAG IC LAIN o0 SRC 

but, as Voltaire has said ‘Perfection is 

attained by slow degrees. She requires the 

hand of time." 
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CATTLEYA HYBRIDS FROM COMMUNITY POTS UP 

The stock listed includes many of the varieties on which our reputation has been built and a 

goodly number of new crosses. As is our usual custom, the prices are for single lead plants although 

often the plants we send out have more than one lead. Descriptions are of necessity brief, but we 

believe adequate although of course we will be glad to give additional information with regard to 

any of the items. 

As is now well known, we grow our plants in smaller pots than is customary. Our clients can 

therefore feel sure that any plants they buy will be fully up to pot size; in fact, many of them are 

ready to pot on into at least one size larger, often two to three sizes larger. This is a point that 

should not be overlooked. 

We do not lay particular stress on the fact that some of the parent plants we use have been 

awarded a First Class Certificate or an Award of Merit by the Royal Horticultural Society. This 

is not because we depreciate the value of these awards but it is a well established fact among 

breeders of long standing that such awarded plants do not always produce the best hybrids. In 

the course of over twenty-five years we have de veloped and proven a number of stud plants to a 

point where we know that they will produce the results we are after. We do have a large stock 

of awarded plants and are constantly adding to them but they in themselves do not guarantee 

consistently good results. However, when used with what we may term our “private stud” which 

has been developed by generations of our own breeding, the combination gives us the assurance 

of the quality that you and we ourselves want. 

ARMACOST & ROYSTON, INC. 

Spring, 1948 Los Angeles, 25, California 

US) 



Plants are offered strictly subject to prior sale. 

This catalog cancels all previous lists and special quotations. 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

It will be readily understood that it is impossible to keep orchid plants stationary with regard to 

pot size whilst they are catalogued. Potting must be done as it becomes necessary. Because of 

this we shall substitute sizes of plants in filling orders unless we are specifically instructed not 

_to do so. 

Community pots average about fifteen plants to the pot and must be purchased as a whole as 

it is not practical to separate the seedlings for shipment. 

All orders will be packed free of charge and will go out Railway Express collect unless we are 

instructed otherwise. The plants are packed securely and on arrival should be examined and 

then signed for. If there is any damage, notify the express company, have their agent see the 

damage and file claim with him. We guarantee safe delivery but no claim will be considered 

later than ten days after receipt of the plants. 

Illustration on Front Cover. 

CATTLEYA SERENITY, VARIETY SUPREME 

(C. Santa Monica var. Goliath x C. Trianae, var. Edgar Knight) 

All who have grown this hybrid realize its quality. For form, texture and size it is 
outstanding. The color is not dark but is warm and satisfying and it is a beautiful 
grower. We offer a second batch of young plants made with the original parents 
under Cross Number 1175. 
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Variety 

54 

80 

16| 

169 

18] 

496 

538 

602 

C. H.S. LEON (C. gigas x C. Schroderae) 
Vigorous, free flowering Cattleya blooming late fall aid a winter 
Sepals and petals medium to light lavender, lio darker with a yellow to 
orange throat. 

C. GENERAL PULTENEY (C. Octave Doin x C. Trianae] 
Well known hybrid. Our strain is made from C. Trianae var. Edgar Knight 
and a fine variety of C. Octave Doin. The flowers are large; sepals and 
petals deep lavender-pink, sometimes ribbed with crimson-purple and 
the lip dark crimson- ai with a yellow throat. Late fall and winter 
bloomer. 

LC. MONTEREY (C. Trianae, Grand Monarch F.C.C. x Le. Lustrissima] 
Very pretty winter and early spring hybrid. Flowers large. Sepals and 
petals are silver-lavender. The lip is darker with a rich throat. 

LC. BRACEYANA (Lc. Lustre, W'birt. var. x C. labiata, W'birt var.) 
One of our best introductions. Flowers large, of noble proportions. Sepals 
and petals are deep rose to rose-purple. The lip intense crimson-purple 
with some orange in the throat. Usually summer and early fall bloomer, 
but can be variable. 

LC. CONQUISTADOR (C. labiata, W'birt. var. x Le. Morvyth mag.) 
Similar to No. 161, even richer in color but not quite so fine a shape. 
Blooming around the same time, it is a high quality Cattleya. 

C, MOUNT ROYAL (C. Enid x C. Maggie Raphael] 
Our strain of this hybrid is well known. It is a strong growing Galan. 
Very free blooming with several flowers to the spray. The flowers large 
and of beautiful shape. Rich in color, the sepals and petals being bright 
warm rose and the lip darker with a yellow throat. Season variable but 
usually fall and winter. 

C. ACHINE (C. labiata x. C. Maggie Raphael) ; 
Made with superior parents this is a fine strain of this hybrid. Ie is ex- 
ceedingly strong growing and free flowering. Fine for cut flowers. Flowers 
are large and several to the spray. Medium to deep rose sepals and 
petals with a dark lip, heavily veined with gold. Fall blooming. 

C. MONARCH os Empress Frederick x C. Trianae, Grand Monarch, 
E.G} : 
Bred from Trianae, ferend bonareh our ey a this hope is larder 
than usual and varies considerably in color from lavender to deep rose. 
Exceedingly free flowering, blooming from November until March. 

C. JICARILLO (C. Fabianid x C. Peetersii) 
One of the richest colored Cattleyas we have raised. Becaedingly fine) 
the flowers are large. Warm rose-purple sepals and petals with a darker 
lip. 

Please Read Our Foreword 
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Size 
6" 

5" 

5I/," 

6" 

Price 

$15.00 

$15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

$25.00 

$25.00 

30.00 

35.00 

$25.00 

30.00 

35.00 

40.00 

$12.50 

15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

$15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

30.00 

$10.00 

12,50 

15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

$15.00 

20.00 



Variety 

857 

867 

878 

945 

985 

1010 

1031 

1055 

C. MRS. FREDERICK KNOLLYS ALBA (C. awhile alba x C. Mossiae 
Reineckiana) 
A fine white with Baird lip. ithe fever are lates: of Bc chaps oh 
texture. Clear creamy-white sepals and petals with a dark lip and much 
yellow in the throat. Variable, usually winter and spring. 

C. BRUSSELS ALBA (C. Harold alba x C. Mossiae Reineckiana) 
Exceedingly free, sepals and petals white; the lip, purple at the base with 
a light yellow throat. An extended season from October until June. 

C. FABIANID (C. Enid x C. Fabia] 
Well known hybrid. Strong growing. Very ier Mow ating: ate 
variable as to season but late fall and early winter predominating. Sepals 
and petals deep lavender to rose. Lip dark, rich crimson-purple with light 
yellow and gold veining in the throat. 

LC. SEAFORTH (C. Intertexta x Le. Locarno} 
One of the freest flowering Laeliocattleyas we know At of fered 
good shape. Variable as to season but late fall and early winter seem to 
predominate. Sepals and petals are deep lavender to rose. The large lip 
is rich crimson with yellow and orange in the throat. 

C. BENEVOLENCE (C. Achine x C. Hardyana alba) ‘ 
We gave this name because of this hybrid's free flowering qualities. 
The sepals and petals are white to cream, the lip is solid purple at the 
base with a yellow throat. The season is fall and early winter. 

C. RODOLPH (C. Warneri Ardenholme var. x C. Remy Cholet) 
In habit of growth this is the most spectacular Cattleya we have raised 
or seen. It is free flowering usually summer and early fall. The flowers 
are of extra fine form, several to the spray, often five or six. Of good 
shape, the sepals and petals are deep lavender to rose. The well displayed 

lip is rich crimson with a light area in the throat. Rodolph has so far 
proved to be most difficult to get seed from, but if this can be accom- 
plished the results, we feel sure, will be well worthwhile. 

C. TRIMOS (C. Mossiae x C. Trianae, Edgar Knight) 
Probably the deepest colored Trimos yet raised. Even the sepals and 
petals are a deeper shade of lavender and the lips in most cases are solid, 
deep, rich purple. It is exceedingly free flowering, commencing to bloom 
in March and finishing in early May. 

C. QUEEN MARY (C. Mendelii x C. Warneri) 
Good commercial Cattleya. Light to medium color. Variable season, 
winter to early spring predominating. 

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice 
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Price 

$15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

30.00 

35.00 

40.00 

$5.00 

7.50 

15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

30.00 

35.00 

$12.50 

15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

30.00 

$25.00 

30.00 

35.00 

40.00 

45.00 

$12.50 

15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

30.00 

$25.00 
30.00 
35.00 
40.00 

$10.00 
12.50 
15.00 
20.00 
25.00 

$12.50 



Variety 

1091 

1104 

1155 

1156 

1163 

117 

1172 

1175 

LC. HASSALLII ALBA (Lc. Britannia alba x C. gigas, F.M. Beyrodt, 
Pie Gy : 
A well known hybrid. The Asters are et hie with Serta ‘slight 

purple shading with a flat gigas lip, bright crimson-purple, and a yellow 
throat. Free flowering, blooming usually spring and early summer but is 
variable. 

C. SUSANNAH (C. triumphans x C. Dinah, A.M. var.) 
A fine hybrid strongly resembling C. Dinah but with a much longer flowar 
spike with the flowers well spaced. A most worthwhile cut flower Cattleya 
and we think a worthy parent. Blooms usually late spring and summer. 

LC. NATCHI (C. Roehrsiana x Le. Hilary) 
Considerable variation in this hybrid. Exceedingly strong Brenna ota 
large flowers. The rich color in the sepals and petals and an intense, large 
crimson-purple lip make this a show variety as well as an exceedingly good 
cut flower. Variable, fall and winter predominating. 

LC. HELEN ARMACOST (C. Octave Doin x Le. Hilary) : 
Very similar to above. It is very fine and worthwhile. Variable but fall 
and winter principally. 

LC. MIMBRENO (Lc. Sargon, W'birt. A.M. x C. Octave Doin) 
Great range of color here. In some cases almost white sepals and petals 
with a rich lip; others, light lavender to intense, deep rose with large, dark 
lips and rich throats. Season variable but winter and early spring princi- 
pally. 

C. PROSPECTOR ([C. Santa Monica x C. Remy Cholet] 
The best cut flower Cattleya we know of. Strong in growth, SEE 
free flowering. Sepals and petals are medium lavender to rose, dark lip, 
yellow to orange throat. Commencing to bloom in October, this variety 
blooms through the winter until April. 

C. DIPLOMAT (C. hivernalis x C. Remy Cholet) 
Similar to above but larger and lighter in color in the sepals ae Retale 
Blooming around the same time. 

C. SERENITY (C. Santa Monica v. Goliath x C. Trianae, Edgar Knight) 

A spectacular Cattleya, it gives very freely large flowers of fine texture 

and wonderful proportions. The sepals and petals are lavender to rose 

with dark lip. It should and does make a wonderful parent. Blooms 

during the winter. 
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Price 

$10.00 
12.50 

15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

$25.00 

30.00 

$35.00 

40.00 

45.00 

50.00 

$35.00 

40.00 

45.00 

$35.00 

40.00 

45.00 

50.00 

$20.00 

25.00 

30.00 

35.00 

40.00 

45.00 

$15.00 
20.00 
25.00 

30.00 

35.00 

40.00 

$10.00 

15.00 

20.00 

25.00 

30.00 

35.00 

40.00 

45.00 



Variety 

1185 

1199 

Peay 

1250 

1265 

1348 

1359 

1368 

1376 

1378 

1400 

LC. YENBO (C. H.S. Leon x Le. Marie Dobrott} 
A spectacular grower of great strength. Very free flowering. Flowers 
are large, light to medium lavender sepals and petals with darker lip. 
Yenbo has fine form and is a very worthwhile cut flower variety. 

C. CORYDON (C. Armainvillierense x C. Trianae, var. Edgar Knight) 
A very free flowering winter and early spring bloomer of medium color. 
Sepals and petals are silver-lavender, lip darker with a yellow and orange 
area in the throat. | 

C. LOS ALTOS (C. Sir Walter Scott x C. Hentschelii) 
Exceedingly free flowering spring bloomer, greatly resembling C. ‘gigas 
of which it is largely composed. It is similar in color and form but much 
freer blooming. 

LC. DULZURA (C. Harold alba x Le. Canhamiana alba) ; 
A strong grower and a great improvement over Canhamiana alba. [ts 
one fault is that in many cases there is a slight lavender flush in the 
petals. The season is variable but principally spring. 

C. CLARIBELLE (C. ie x C. Dinah, A. M,} 
A spectacular Cattleya producing several extremely large “flowers to 
the spray. Bright warm rose-pink color with a darker lip and some 
yellow in the throat. This hybrid, we believe, will prove a worthwhile 
parent, possibly even better than its parent, Dinah. 

LC, EL MONTE (C. Monarch x Le. St. Gothard) : 
As in most St. Gothard hybrids this is variable in season and color but 
it is a Vigorous grower and free bloomer. 

LC. OROSI (Lc. Marie Dobrott x C. Tityus var. The Pearl) 
Like most hybrids from Le. Marie Dobrott this is an exceedingly strong 
and spectacular grower and is very free flowering. Flowers large, several 
to the spray. Sepals and petals a delightful shade of lavender-rose with 
a darker lip and yellow to orange throat. Usually summer but is variable. 

C. AMABILIS (C. labiata x C. gigas, Low's var. F.C.C.) : : 
Exceedingly free flowering and a fine commercial Cattleya. "Deep lav- 
ender to medium rose. Dark lip. Summer and early fall. 

LC. MERCED (Lc. Marie Dobrott x C. labiata, W'birt. var.) 
A happy combination of parents, this hybrid is exceedingly strong 
growing. Several flowers to the spray all of which are large and of 
medium color. The labiata parent was the finest form of labiata we 
know of. Fall and early winter. ; 

LC. OLINDA (Lc. Massasoit x rae labiata, W'birt, oy sa 
A fall bloomer, strong growing and free flowering. The flowers are large, 
very similar to Massasoit. 

C. GOLETA (C. labiata var. Ottawa x C. Cooksonii) 
Summer and fall bloomer. Large flowers. Sepals and petals deep lav- 
ender to light rose. Lip darker. 
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Size Price 

$40.00 
45.00 

$15.00 
20.00 
25.00 

_ $15.00 
20.00 
25.00 

$ 7.50 
35.00 
40.00 
45.00 
50.00 

~ $20.00 
25.00 
30.00 
35.00 

$30.00 

$25.00 
35.00 

$15.00 

$20.00 
25.00 
30.00 
35.00 
40.00 

$35.00 

$25.00 



Variety 

1436 

1515 

1569 

1843 

1869 

1923 

1940 

2508 

2509 

2510 

C. JEAN BARROW (C. Cowaniae x C. Bronicha alba) ys Ta a et: 
While not unduly large, a fine clear white Cattleya, blooming usually 
late winter and early spring but is variable. 

C. MONTEBELLO (C. General Pulteney x C. Remy Cholet) 
A very worthwhile winter hybrid. A strong grower producing a fine 
flower similar to C. Remy Cholet but much darker in the lip and with 
more substance. 

LC, PALO ALTO (Lc. Wellsiana x C. Robert de Wavrin) : ‘ ; 
An early spring bloomer. Although subdued in color, it is nevertheless 
very pretty as are most C. Robert de Wavrin hybrids. Sepals and petals 
are light to medium lavender. Lip is slightly darker with a strong orange 
throat. 

C. CHOLAME [(C. Warneri x C. Trianae, Edgar Knight) ; 2 , 
This parentage has produced freedom of growth and flower. The 
flowers are of good size and a distinct improvement over both parents. 
Spring and early summer bloomer. 

LC, CUESTA (Lc. Marie Dobrott x Le. Cavalese) : : : : 
A variable hybrid of spectacular growth. All are fine, some exceedingly 
so. The color varies from deep lavender to intense deep rose in the 
sepals and petals; the lips are large and of rich maroon-crimson. We 
seem to have Cuestas in bloom every month of the year. 

LC. TALLAPOOSA (C. Trianae x Le. Sunbelle) ‘ F : : 
The Sunbelle parent, of course, gives substance and freedom of bloom. 
The sepals and petals are medium lavender, the lip somewhat darker. 
Blooms winter and early spring but is variable. 

C. ESTELLE ALBA (C. Cowaniae alba var. Enchantress x C. Edithiae] 
Those who know our strain of Estelle alba know it to be one of the most 
satisfactory white Cattleyas yet raised. Remarkably free flowering with 
considerable variation in the size and form of the flowers but its produc- © 
tion is phenomenal. The season, October to June with some variability. 

LC. EDITH WILLKIE (Lc. Mrs. Harold Lloyd x C. Dinah, A.M.) ; 
We have sold so many plants of this hybrid that it should be well known. 
It is a spectacular orchid from point of its growth, size, color and quantity 
of the flowers. We have used selected forms of this hybrid as a parent 
and we are sure that other growers will also. It has strength, flower pro- 
duction, color and amazing vigor. 

LC. ALTA MESA (C. Hardyana x Le. Mrs. Harold Lloyd) ‘ : 
We have a few remaining plants of this good hybrid which shows strong- 
ly the influence of Mrs. Harold Lloyd. 

C. CONSUMMATION (C. Tityus var. The Pearl x C. Dinah, AM.) —. 
A fine C. Dinah hybrid resembling this parent as do most of its hybrids. 
Flowers have rich warm rose sepals and petals. The lip, darker with yellow 
in the throat, Variable but spring and summer usually. 
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Variety 

25h 

2514 

2534 

2546 

2562 

2583 

2635 

2708 

2709 

C. HEATHERWOOD (C. Tityus var. The Pear! x C. Mossiae var. Countess 
Grey F.C.C,) 5 ‘ 3 : : : ; . ; ‘ ; 
When remaking an older hybrid we endeavor to use superior parents 
and in this case the results are very definite. Our strain of C. Heather- 
wood is a superior one from every point of view. The flowers are larger, 
of better shape and richer in color. Blooming spring and summer. 

C. SUZANNE HYE ALBA (C. Gaskelliana alba x C. Mossiae var. 
Wageneri, F.C.C.) . tees hte 3 : : : See . 
We have raised several batches of this hybrid from the same parent 
plants. They are good and free flowering but a small percentage have 
taint lavender coloring in the lip. 

LC. KEOKUK (Lc. Marie Dobrott x C. Hardyana) , ie one : 
Extra large flowers favoring Le. Marie Dobrott. Variable in flowering 
season, early fall predominating. 

LC. SAM HOUSTON (Lc. Marie Dobrott x Le. Morvyth, magnifica) 
A strong grower. Flowers are large, of fine form and good texture. 
Sepals and petals are predominantly a deep, warm rose with an intense 
crimson lip with gold or orange area in the throat. The flowering season 
is variable as there are nearly always some plants in bloom. 

LC. GITCHE MANITO [Lce. Morvyth magnifica x C. Gay Gordon) 
Similar to above but richer in color and shows more Cattleya influence. 

LC. HOLLYWOOD (C. Octave Doin x Le. Marie Dobrott) : ; 
A strong growing, free flowering hybrid. Sepals and petals are light 
to medium lavender. Lip dark purple with orange in the throat. Variable 
flowering season. 

C. REINDEER (C. Trimos x C. Remy Cholet) genial vos. idan s 
Winter and spring bloomer, very free. The flowers are large, medium 
lavender sepals and petals with large dark lips. 

LC. ‘TEXAS (C.-Fabianid ix icy Conquistador mn sen an 
Variable bloomer, fall predominating. This hybrid is quite variable in 
quality. Some of the finest Laeliocattleyas we have raised have appeared 
in this batch. They are large, of fine shape and substance and excellent 
color. 

LC. CALIFORNIA (Lc. Conquistador x C. Gay Gordon) . . . 
Similar to above but less variable in color. A fine fall and early winter 
bloomer. 

Please Read Our Toreword 
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Cattleya Famosa, variety Heritage 

Cross No. 3070 



Variety 

2726 

2735 

aie) 

275 

2769 

2770 

279 | 

2193 

2828 

C. WILLIAM HALSTEAD (C. General Pulteney x C. Maggie Raphael, 
W'birt. variety A.M.) . : : : : ‘ ; ; : 
A pretty late fall and winter bloomer. Free flowering and rich in color. 

C. JEVAN (C. Nebo x C. General Pulteney) ‘ ¢ , : : 
Strong growing, free flowering Cattleya. Blooming season from October 
until March. Medium color. Good form and substance. 

C. HOPOCAN (C. General Pulteney x C. hivernalis) — . 
A free flowering late fall and winter bloomer. Good medium color. 

LC. MEMORIA HELENE AMMENHEUSER (Lc. Mrs. Harold Lloyd x 
C. Remy Cholet) . : Seek é mibiee ! : : 
Exceedingly vigorous grower, variable in flowering season. Flowers large. 
aha and petals lavender to light rose. Lip dark crimson-purple with light 
yellow in throat. 

CP LUMINARY {Ce \Nebo x C, Remy Cholet}) 749. Sa ae 
Another winter bloomer from C. Remy Cholet. Very free flowering. 
The flowers are medium color with a bright attractive lip. 

C. EMPEROR (C. Nebo x C. Monarch) : a ida ; 
Good average color, this hybrid is very free flowering, blooming in the 
winter. Being closely related to #2769, both are good commercial 
varieties. 

C. NARCISSUS (C. Monarch x C. Profusion) ep, Cae) 
Flowers extra large. Good form and color. The sepals and petals are 
pleasing shades of warm lavender and lavender-pink and it is very free 

“flowering. Blooms in the spring. 

C. KANAKUK ([C. Profusion x C. Trianae var. Grand Monarch F.C.C.) 
A winter bloomer of medium to deep rose color and extremely free 
flowering. The flowers are large and of good shape. 

LC. ORENDA (C. Santa Monica x Le. Marie Dobrot#) 4 re AR Re 
Of great merit, this hybrid grows with all the vigor of the usual Lc. Marie 
Dobrott hybrids. The C. Santa Monica parent has passed on fine shape 
and texture. Sepals and petals bright lavender to light rose. The lip, dark 
crimson-purple with some yellow in the throat. Some superb varieties have 
appeared in this batch of seedlings. A long extended season. We seem 
to have some flower at all times. 

C. ENID (C. gigas x C. Mossiae var. Countess Grey F.C.C,] 
Long recognized as one of the best commercial Cattleyas. Our strain is 
well known; the flowers are much larger, of excellent form and quality. 
Most Enids are free flowering, this one exceptionally so, blooming more 
than once a year. 

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice 
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Variety 

2850 

2869 

2879 

2931 

2967 

2987 

3016 

3032 

3034 

3044 

3045 

3049 

LC. DOROTHY FRIED {Lc. Princess Margaret x C. Dinah, A.M.) 
As may be expected from the parentage, this is an exceedingly fine 
bold hybrid. For the most part they have perfect shape and balance. 
Large rose sepals and petals with a darker lip. The flowers have tre- 
mendous texture. Selected seedlings from this cross flowering for the 
first time have found purchasers at prices of $100.00 and up. Season sum- 
mer and fall. Also somewhat variable. 

LC, FORTY-NINER (C. Chrysotoxa x Le. Mrs. Medo var. Aurantica) 
Like all hybrids of this type there is considerable variation in form and 
in depth of color and some most pleasing shades and types have appeared 
among them. Summer bloomer. The color ranges from chartreuse through 
yellow to deep orange with blending red lips some of which are isthmus 
shaped, some round. 

LC. PROSPERITY (Lc. Marie Dobrott x Le. Princess Margaret) 
The parentage would, of course, ensure a fine hybrid. Large, free flower- 
ing, of fine form. and good color. Fall season predominates but it is vari- 
able. 

C. YUMA [C. Achine x C. Intertexta)  . 
The average of this hybrid is medium to very dark. It is free flowering. 
Somewhat variable but predominantly late fall and winter. 

C. MENOMINEE (C. Annie J. Lines x C. Mossiae} 
A winter and spring bloomer of good color and very free flowering. 

LC. CALI (Le. Mrs. Harold Lloyd x C. Trianae var. Imperator A.M.) 
A winter and early spring bloomer. Fine habit of growth and very free 
flowering. Sepals and petals warm deep lavender with an intensely dark 

~ crimson- -purple lip. 

C. GRANADA (C. Profusion x C. Empress Frederick} 
A spring and early summer bloomer. Very free. Flowers are large and 
of good shape. Sepals and petals are light to medium rose. Rich crimson- 
purple lip heavily veined with gold. 

C. APALACHEE (C. Cowaniae x C. Nebo} 
Late spring and early summer bloomer, resembling Mossiae. 

C. BELGICA (C. Remy Cholet x C. Enid] 
A well known hybrid, blooming in the spring usually but is variable. Free 
blooming and an excellent cut flower. 

C. AMEDEE [C. Talisman x C. Nebo} 
An exceedingly free winter bloomer resembling a good colored Mossiae. 
Flowers of good size. It is a most productive cut flower variety. 

C. GERLINDA (C. Santa Monica x C. Talisman) 
Resembling a large, glorified Santa Monica. Good substance and while 
not dark, is brilliant. Blooming usually in the spring. Gerlinda definitely 
has quality. 

C. AMBAZAC (C. General Pulteney x C. Talisman) 
Late winter and spring bloomer of good size and medium color. 
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Variety Size Price 

3070 C. FAMOSA (C. Tityus var. Patriarch x C. Remy Cholet} ; : 4l/," $30.00 
We rate the two parents used in this cross as among the best in our BY 35.00 
stud and this cross has fully justified the estimate. The flowers are large, 5\/" 40.00 
of fine proportions. Lavender to rose sepals and petals and all have the 6" 45.00 
intense, dark lips that Tityus var. Patriarch passes on to its hybrids. A 
fine blooming season from November until the end of April. 

3073 C. BANDIT (C. Nebo x C. Tityus, var. Patriarch} a : ; 4/5" $25.00 
Similar to above, beautiful lips and very free flowering. A customer re- oe 30.00 
cently said definitely one of our best introductions. 5I/." 35.00 

3078 C. JANET (C. Santa Monica x C. Monarch) : : : ; : 4l/," $15.00 
Blooming in the winter and early spring, a most worthwhile Cattleya of ey 20.00 
medium color, good form and free flowering. A few nice alba forms of 5" 25.00 
white and ivory petals have appeared. 

Se GA OURTAN Pee artan X30. Monarch): 0mame wht ine) Basen) oe $12.50 
A free flowering spring bloomer in medium to rich color. 

3111 ©. TENACITY (C. Nebo x C. Profusion} : : : : ‘ 5" $20.00 
Free flowering spring and summer bloomer, resembling Mossiae but much 
darker. 

3121 ©, PORTOLA (C. Profusion x C. Mrs. F. Knollys) ; an ott dee 47," $20.00 
Could be described as a much improved Empress Frederick. Blooming in 5" 25.00 
the spring and early summer, it is very free flowering. The flowers are 51/5" 30.00 
large and, for the most part, of excellent color. 6" 35.00 

3129 LC. SHOSHONE (L. purpurata x C. Profusion) : ‘ jn ee thine 4" $5.00 
Spring bloomer, free flowering, generally resembling Mossiae. 4V/5" 7.50 

By 10.00 
| Aye 12.50 

3133 C. FAUNUS (C. Profusion x C, Mossiae} Nhe ee et 4" $10.00 
An improved Mossiae from the point of view of shape and color, bloom- Al/,"" 12.50 
ing about the same time. Ss 15.00 

3 5I/5" 20.00 
6" 25.00 
7" 30.00 

3+34—C. COWANIAE (C. Mossiae x C. Intertexta] : : P : § 4" $5.00 
While an old-hybrid,our strain of this is a very worthwhile commercial 4l/,"" 7.50 
variety. Several large flowers to the-spray_of good color and a very useful Bi 10.00 
flowering season, spring and early summer. Wa gases 517," 12.50 

. = 15.00 
ha : i 

TMC MONPHALE NIG) Nebo xC. Mossiae}? ee ee YI SY $1280 
Another hybrid of the Mossiae type but with more color. av 15.00 

3145 C. PRISCILLA MULLENS ALBA (C. Brussels alba x C. Mossiae 
Reineckiana) . : i ; ; ‘ : Be ; : : 4l/,"" $20.00 
A spring and summer bloomer similar to C. Mossiae Reineckiana. Flowers 5" 25.00 
are large. Sepals and petals are white, eadat fringed with crimson-purple 5," 30.00 
veining at the base and strong yellow in the throat. 
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Variety 

3157 

3164 

3167 

3170 

S172 

3210 

B22 

3228 

3229 

3250 

325| 

3252 

C. PESCADO (C. Cassadaga x C. Profusion) 
Spring bloomer, exceedingly free flowering. Similar in color to C. Mossiae 
but more flowers to the spray and usually a better shape. 

C. VANIR (C. Mossiae x C. Gravesiana) : 
Spring and early summer bloomer strongly resembling C. Mossiae in 
habit and appearance. 

C. SIR PERTINAX (C. Sir Walter Scott x C. Mossiae] . 
Resembling C. Enid in general form but with a more fixed flowering s season 
which is spring and summer. 

C. MRS. F. KNOLLYS (C. pai: x C. Mossiae var, Countess Grey 
ERO een! 
Variable as to season this is a free blooming ‘Cattleya: Rich rose sepals 
and petals with a darker lip veined with gold. 

C. VINDICATOR (C. Mossiae x C. Adeyne} 
Very similar to Enid but more fixed in season to spring and early summer. 

C. VARUNA (C. Intertexta x C. Annie J. anes) . 
Exceedingly strong growing hybrid producing flowers of intense color. 
Variable as to flowering season, late fall and early winter predominating. 
Some Mente are in bloom almost every month in the year. 

C. MITHRA (C. Mount Royal x C. Intertexta} - 
In most cases deep, rich rose, all have dark brilliant lips. We consider 
Mithra a fine Cattleya hybrid. The season is variable, usually winter. 

LC. JAUREZ (Le. Marie Dobrott x Le. Massasoit} : 
A large and fine flower with rich color. Sepals and petals are e lavender- 
rose with an intense crimson lip veined with gold. 

LC. HALONA (Lc. Marie Dobrott x C. Profusion) 
Like all Lc. Marie Dobrott hybrids this is vigorous and free flowering. | 
Flowers are large. Sepals and petals are medium rose. Lip darker with a 
yellow area in the throat and some gold veining. 

LC. SAVITAR (Lc. Hyperion x C. Prospector] : 
As is to be expected, of fine shape and excellent texture. Resembling 
Prospector in color, it is a free bloomer, the season winter and early 
spring. 

LC. TREASURER (C. Hermosa x Le. Hyperion) 
Similar to above but variable in season. 

LC. AGNI (C. Nebo x Lc. Hyperion) 
Similar to Hyperion in growth and general character, An “exceedingly fine 
Cattleya hybrid of rich color and noble proportions. The season is late 
winter and spring. 
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Variety 

3264 C. REMY CHOLET (C. Trianae, Imperator A.M. x C. Monarch) 
This is the third batch of C. Remy Cholet we have raised. Flowers are 
large, of excellent shape and substance. Petals are medium to deep laven- 
der, some showing a definite deep colored rib in each petal. A strong 
growing type bred from an exceptionally fine Trianae. Season winter to 
early spring. 

3304 C. HOSHANG (C. Trianae, Edgar Knight x C. Intertexta) . . 
A winter and spring bloomer with some variability. Lavender to light 
rose sepals and petals with a darker lip. 

3309 C. ILLUMINATION (C. Belinda x C. Trianae v. Grand Monarch A.M.} 
Large flower. Fine shape and texture. Good color. Blooming New Year 
and early spring. 

3317 C. ATROPOS (C. Intertexta x C. Santa Monica var. Goliath) 
A spring bloomer of good shape with full petals and a lip dark crimson- 
purple at the base with a light yellow throat. 

3318 C, TELLUS (C. Intertexta x C. Prospector) . : : ; : , 
Our earlier description of this hybrid was understatement in the extreme. 
It has proven to be an exceedingly valuable cut flower variety. Flowers 
are large, of good color with a variable season but predominantly spring 
and early summer. 

aaaeCAOGEANID (C:)NeboxC. Trimos) .o .) 2 fe GS 
Here is a hybrid far surpassing Mossiae in our opinion. The flowers are 
medium size, compact, good substance and all have solid, dark lips. Very 
free flowering, the season is from December until May. 

3334 ©, DEBATER (C. Monarch x C. Leda) ae : : : 
The few of this cross which we have seen have surprised us with the 
depth of color but we are expecting that types with lighter colored sepals 
and petals will appear. The season is winter and spring. 

3336 C. LAKHMU (C. Diplomat x C. Leda) 
A pleasing winter and spring flowering Cattleya of good size and color. 

A ot OL aa WAGENERI (Species) . . ee ees 
Seedling-white Mossiae raised from a superior Wageneri. All are true 
whites. se 

3381 LC. GATTON GLORY (C. Mimosa x Lc. Canberra, Stonehurst var.) 
This well known hybrid varies in color from chartreuse through yellow 
to deep burnt orange sepals and petals with red lips to harmonize, Usually 
a summer bloomer, it is a most attractive Cattleya. 
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Variety 

3410 

3452 

3474 

3478 

3489 

3491 

3492 

3498 

3501 

3502 

3503 

LC. KISHAR (Lc. Braceyana x C. Trianae) 
As is to be expected this has fine form and good texture. Medium color 
in the sepals and petals and a dark lip. Winter and spring. 

C. HEYDAY (C. Profusion x C. Prospector) : 
Considerable variation in color and form but some unusually fine types 
have appeared among the seedlings which have sold at premium prices. 
The season is winter and spring but is variable. 

LC. TOCCATELLA (Lc. Fascinator-Mossiae x C. Serenity) 
Free flowering, of good form and good medium color. Winter and spring. 

LC. PHAETHON (Lc. Fascinator-Mossiae x Lc. Wellsiana) 
Similar to Wellsiana, blooming about the same time. 

C. TRIDENT (C. Trimos x C. Mossiae} 
Definite spring and early summer bloomer. Superior to Mossiae. Amazing 
production. 

C. THULE (C. Trimos x C. Dupreana) 
Well known spring and summer bloomer. A grand cut flower variety. 

C. IROLDO (C. Trimos x C, Woltersiana) 
Similar to Mossiae but more vigorous and the flowers are darker. 

C. J. A. CARBONE (C. Prospector x C. Mossiae) 
Exceedingly free flowering spring and early summer Cattleya. Large size 
and good medium color. 

LC. PELIAN (Lc. En cy See alba x C. Ardmore alba) 
Here is a beautiful alba of shape and good substance. Clear creamy- -white 
sepals and petals with a dark lip. Spring and early summer apparently 
will be its season. 

LC. PROCA ALBA (Lc. Fascinator-Mossiae alba x C. Ardmore alba) 
Similar to No. 3501. Exceedingly free flowering in spring and summer. 

C. ASSAYER (C. Dupreana x C. Prospector) 
Very worthwhile cut flower Cattleya. Large and free flowering, of good 
color. Blooming in the spring. 

Please Read Our Foreword 
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Price 

$12.50 
15.00 
20.00 

$10.00 
12.50 
15.00 
20.00 

$5.00 
6.00 
7.50 

$5.00 
6.00 
7.50 

$3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
7.50 

10.00 

$7.50 
10.00 
12.50 
15.00 
20.00 

$3.50 
5.00 
6.00 
7.50 

10.00 
12.50 

$6.00 
7-50 

10.00 
12.50 

$10.00 
12.50 
15.00 

$10.00 
12.50 
15.00 
20.00 
25.00 

$7.50 
10.00 
12.50 
15.00 



Variety 

3520 

Boral 

3534 

3538 

3539 

3543 

3544 

3553 

ees 

3560 

LC. DEMO (Lc. Fascinator-Mossiae x C. Dupreana) a ee ae 
Another good cut flower variety. Free flowering and of good color. Spring 
and early summer bloomer. 

LC. SHAMASH (C. Dupreana x Le. Hyeana) ; ; 
Rich color and free blooming. Dramatic appearance but lacks shape. May 
prove valuable as spring bloomer with high color. 

C. ENKIDU (C. Dupreana x C. Profusion) 
Similar to Dupreana in general character but not quite so dark although 
it has ample color to make it an exceedingly good cut flower variety. It 
has a better constitution than Dupreana with a much more variable 
flowering season. We think this one of our best cut flower varieties. 

C. ASHLANDS (C. Dupreana x C. Tityus) . 
Our strain of this hybrid is very worthwhile. The flowers are large and 
very rich in color. An extended flowering season. We seem to have 
flowers of this variety practically the year round. 

LC. ENLIL (C. Dupreana x Le. Tartan) 
Late spring and summer bloomer resembling C. Dupreana but darker in 
color and showing the Laelia influence in shape. Free and very worthwhile. 

LC. TIMBRE (C. Dupreana x Lc. Agnes Frawley) . 
A variable bloomer of large size, good form and color. 

LC. DEMOPHON (C. Prospector x Le. Fascinator-Mossiae} 
Similar to Fascinator-Mossiae but more color and a greatly extended 
flowering season. 

C. CELTICA (C. Mossiae x C. Woltersiana) 
An exceedingly free flowering spring bloomer of Mossiae type. 

LC. RONDEAU ALBA (Lc. Fascinator-Mossiae alba x C. Nutley alba) 
A fine alba of size and form with a large, flat gigas lip of good color. 
Spring and summer bloomer. 

G. GAMUT (C. Prospector x C. Dinah, A.M.) —. Lek et aE TS 
This proved to be finer than we had anticipated. The flowers are of 
perfect form and are a warm rose-pink color with a darker lip. Very large, 
free flowering and a vigorous grower. Spring and summer seem to be the 
season although it is somewhat variable. 

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice 
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Variety 

3563 

3564 

3568 

3570 

3571 

3574 

3575 

3576 

3617 

3619 

3620 

C. TAHMURATH (C. Mossiae x C. Dinah, A.M.) 
The C. Dinah parent is not so dominant in this cross as it usually is is, The 
flowers show much of C. Mossiae form but those we have seen have a 
solid colored lip and bloom during winter and spring. 

C. IRAN (C. Harold x C. Prospector) oe ee | eae 
Best described as intermediate between both parents. Blooming late 
spring and early summer this is an exceedingly free flowering Cattleya 
and well worthwhile from the cut flower point of view. 

LC. CANTABILE ALBA (Lc. Fascinator-Mossiae alba x C. gigas, F. M. 
Beyrodt F.C.C.) .. 

Exceedingly free flowering alba blooming in the winter predominantly 
but somewhat variable. Flowers are large. Heavy white sepals and 
petals with solid crimson-purple lip with yellow throat. 

C. MIMIR (C. Mount Royal x C. Prospector] 
Fall and winter bloomer. Flowers are large, of good shape. Warm rose- 
pink sepals and petals with a darker lip and some yellow in the throat. 

* 

C. MIRZA (C. Mount Royal x C. Warneri) 
Excellent shape and texture. Good size and color. A good variety for 
cut flower purposes. Variable flowering season. 

C. DUPREANOLD (C. Dupreana x C. Harold] 
Well known hybrid blooming spring and early summer. Our strain. gives 
large flowers of good medium color. 

C. WALLACE BEALL (C. Dupreana x C. Intertexta) 
A Dupreana hybrid of merit. The flowers are large and of good modited 
color. Spring and summer bloomer. 

C. ALCINA (C. Gay Gordon x C. Prospector) 
Gay Gordon and Prospector are a happy combination. Flowers are ‘large 
and of excellent shape and substance. Long stems. Season somewhat 
variable but an excellent cut flower variety. 

C. DOWIANA AUREA (Species) 
About the fifth batch of C. Dowiana aurea x C. Dowiana aurea we have 
raised. The parents were selected varieties and all the resulting seedlings 
are good, some exceptionally so. 

C. EPICURE ALBA (C. Brussels alba x C. Dowiana aurea) : 
Ivory sepals and petals. Crimson-purple lip which is heavily veined with 
ald and some gold area in the throat. A free flowering spring and 
summer bloomer. 

C. NETTIE TIPTON (C. Fabianid alba x C. Brussels alba} 
A summer and fall bloomer with some out of season blooms. ue is . 
fine alba Cattleya of good shape and texture. 
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Variety 

362| 

3624 

3647 

3648 

3650 

3658 

3662 

3673 

3685 

3800 

LC. BERDINE JOHNSON (Lc. Hassallii alba x C. Fabianid alba) 
A strong growing, free flowering white with colored lip. The flowers are 
large, of good shape; spring and summer predominate as to season 
but is variable. 

LC. KRONOS (Lc. Valencia x Le. Britannia] Corl ot 
Still somewhat variable, the season appears to be late summer and fall. 
A most worthwhile hybrid of excellent shape and size. Sepals and petals 
are a warm shade of lavender-rose. The lip is deep crimson with some 
gold in the throat. The petals are sometimes feathered at the tips with 
crimson. 

C. CORFLAMBO (C. Jicarillo x C. ardentissima) . . .  . 
The season, fall and early winter. The flowers are large and of unsually 
rich color as is to be expected from the parentage. Strong growing, very 
free flowering, we recommend this with confidence. 

C. TETHYS (C. Annie J. Lines x C. ardentissima) weet Z oe ke 
Here is a hybrid where it is safe to say all are dark and some are very 
dark. The growth is strong and good; it is free flowering and out of 
the several hundred we have seen flower, all have been dark. The shape 
is good to very good and the texture most satisafctory. Fall and winter, 
but somewhat variable. 

C. ALWYNII ALBA (C. Enid alba x C. Amabilis alba) .  . . . 
Our strain of this well known alba was bred from choice parents. Has 
fine texture, shape, clear white sepals and petals with a dark lip. 

LC. AGNES FRAWLEY X C. ARDENTISSIMA Soon itor}: 
Unflowered as yet but we have confidence and are growing a quantity 
for our own use. 

LC. GOLDEN TOUCH (C. Mimosa x Le. Princess Mary) : : : 
Variable like all yellows in shape and depth of color. Some are most 
pleasing but there is some speculation. 

LC. AMORET (Lc. Elissa x C. labiata, W'birt. var.} : : ; : 
A fall and early winter bloomer of large size and excellent color as is to 
be expected from the parentage. 

C. LABIATA (Species) : é ee: : : ; : : 
Another crossing of the original parents we used in making our famous 
strain of labiata, namely varieties Ottawa and Westonbirt. 

LC. RODERICK DHU (Lc. Tartan x C. Annie J. Lines) 
Of variable season, a vigorous grower, rich in color. 
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Variety 

3802 

3803 

3804 

3805 

3806 

3828 

3832 

3836 

3842 

3844 

3846 

3847 

3874 

3900 

C. PROSPECTOR X LC. TARTAN 
Unflowered as yet, winter and spring expected. 

C. TRIMOS X C. ATHENA ; 
Unflowered as yet. Expect an unusually free winter and spring bloomer 
of size and color. 

C. DIPLOMAT X C. ATHENA 
Unflowered as yet. 

C. REMY CHOLET X C. ATHENA 
Also unflowered but should prove excellent commercial winter and spring 
blooming variety. 

C. PROSPECTOR X C. ATHENA 
Unflowered but this cross has great possibilities a as a winter bloomer. 

LC. S.J. BRACEY X BLC. OJAI ne ae 
We are frank to say this is a highly speculative ci cross. Best of parents 
used in each case but undoubtedly there will be a great variation in 
quality, size and form. 

LC. S.J. BRACEY X LC. GOLDEN WEST , 
Another speculative yellow hybrid but it should produce ¢ some very pleas- 
ing color tones. Great interest has been shown in this cross and the pre- 
ceding one. Sales have been heavy. 

C. WARNERI ALBA X C. LADY VEITCH 
Unflowered but possibilities for free flowering pure white are excellent. 
Season most likely to be late spring and summer. 

C. OSSA (C. Achine alba x C. Harold alba) é 
A fine alba of good shape. Sepals and petals are clear white with dark 
lips. 

C. LUEGEAE ALBA X C. AMABILIS ALBA ; , Per seedling: 
Season undetermined but expect a beautiful alba of fine form and sub- 
stance and exceedingly free. 

C. LUEGEAE ALBA X LC. HASSALLII ALBA 
Unflowered as yet but combination of these parents should produce large 
flowers of good substance in abundance. White with extra rich dark lip. 

C. PEETERSII X LC. PRINCESS MARGARET 
Parents involved in this cross are superb. It should be a perfect blending. 
Season is likely to be fall. We highly recommend this for cut flower 
purposes. 

LC. INDRA (Lc. Integrity x C. Prospector) eal e 
The few that have flowered have lived up to our expectations and we stil 
feel this is one to bank on. The parents are both winter and early spring 
bloomers and superb forms were used of each. 

C. LUEGEAE ALBA X C. BRUSSELS ALBA 
We expect this to develop into a very fine orchid with white sepals and 
petals and colored lip and to be exceedingly free fawerng 
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Variety 

390! 

3919 

392 | 

3922 

3925 

3928 

3931 

3933 

3935 

3958 

3978 

3982 

C. NUTLEY ALBA X C. LUEGEAE ALBA 
Unflowered as yet but should be similar to above, perhaps « even finer. 

C. EDITHIAE, WHITE EMPRESS F.C.C. X C. BEBE WHITE 
Unflowered but of great promise for a winter flowering white of size, 
form and free flowering qualities. 

C. ESTELLE ALBA, VERY FINE VARIETY X C. BEBE WHITE 
It is difficult to imagine a better combination of white parents. This 
cross, we think, has great probabilities. Should flower winter and early 
spring. 

C. OLIVE PIERSON X C. BEBE WHITE 
The few that have bloomed of this cross are large and heavy textured: 
clear, solid white with greenish-yellow throat. 

C. CELIA XC. ESTELLE ALBA. 
For those who like medium sized, heavy ‘textured whites of full form this 
should be hard to beat. 

LC. SUSAN McASHAN (C. Gigas, F. M. Beyrodt F.C.C. x LC. 
British Queen alba) 

This one has surprised us. Even on small 3" plants the flowers are large. 
The sepals and petals are white with sometimes a slight lavender flush. The 
lip as is to be expected shows strong influence of speciosissima. Spring 
bloomer but likely to be variable. It grows well and the indications are 
that it is one of the freest flowering of all the new seedlings. 

C. MARY CHILTON ALBA X C. VIVIAN ALBA : 
A large flower. Petals ivory to cream. Lip dark at the base with an 
orange throat. Variable bloomer. 

C. BRUSSELS ALBA X LC. CYNTHIA 
Unflowered as yet. 

LC. GODDESS X C. REMY CHOLET 
The Goddess was an exceedingly fine one and the Remy Cholet parent 
has never yet failed. We recommend this as an Spee aay fine winter 
and spring bloomer. 

LC. GOLDEN BEAUTY, A.M. X BLC. NANETTE ALBA 
While an extremely speculative cross, this Brassocattleya should have fine 
form and substance in varying shades of yellow. We have every confidence 
in it. 

C. PERCIVALIANA ALBA X BLC. QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS 
While, to outward appearance, a pure white form of Percivaliana was 
used in the cross, we are frank to say we are doubtful whether it will breed 
white but nevertheless we feel it will be an interesting hybrid. 

C. ESTELLE ALBA X BLC. QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS 
Fine white Brassocattleyas are rare indeed. We anticipate that this wil 
be a good one with a somewhat variable flowering season but more 
should bloom during the winter and early spring. 
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Variety 

3983 

4007 

4018 

4026 

4027 

4043 

4050 

4051 

4053 

4055 

C. SERENITY X LC. INTEGRITY VAR. STEADFAST .  .  . . 
To those who know these parents this cross needs no explanation. Both 
are winter bloomers of superior quality. C. Serenity has fine form and 
substance and Le. Integrity is equally as fine with more color. The results 
should be a perfect winter and spring bloomer. 

C. MONTEBELLO X C. TITYUS, WESTONBIRT VAR. ; ; : 
The Montebello parent is a fine winter blooming Cattleya of excellent 
shape and substance with a large colored lip. The Westonbirt variety of 
Tityus is, of course, well known and a combination of two such parents 
should produce a fine, well balanced Cattleya of good color. 

C. PROSPECTOR X C. SANTA MONICA VAR. GOLIATH 
Here is a mating of two of the finest winter blooming Cattleyas we know 
of. C. Santa Monica var. Goliath has tremendous substance and shape 
and C., Prospector is, to our mind, the most profitable cut flower Cattleya 
yet raised. This cross should prove extremely worthwhile. 

C. EDITHIAE (C. Suzanne Hye alba x C. Trianae alba, Broomhill var.) 
It may be possible to make C. Edithiae with finer parents but we doubt 
it. The seedlings offered are extremely well bred and, of course, C. Edith- 
iae is a fine winter pure white Cattleya and very worthwhile. 

C. ESTELLE ALBA X C.-TRIANAE ALBA, BROOMHILL VAR. 
We expect this cross to be even finer than the preceding one but at 
present it is unproven. It will definitely be a winter pure white with a 
yellow throat. 

C. MOSSIAE REINECKIANA X C. NUTLEY ALBA Se ie 
This will be a fine Cattleya with white sepals and petals and a colored 
lip, very similar to Mrs. Knollys alba but we are inclined to think blooming 
with a more fixed season of spring and summer. 

C. BRUSSELS (C. Harold x C. Mossiae) (Colored type) : : 
This will undoubtedly prove a free flowering Cattleya with an extended 
season. The sepals and petals should be medium to light lavender with 
a deeper lip. 

B. DIGBYANA X C. SUZANNE HYE GRANDIFLORA : 
This cross should produce a primary Brassocattleya pure white except 
for a greenish-yellow throat. C. Suzanne Hye grandiflora is of unusual 
size and excellent form with tremendous lip. 

C. ENID ALBA (C. gigas, F.M. Beyrodt F.C.C. x C. Mossiae Reineckiana) 
Made with Mossiae Reineckiana, Young's variety, there is little doubt 
that this will be an unusually fine strain of Enid alba with a variable 
flowering season. 

LC. SCHRODERAE ALBA X C. BRUSSELS ALBA “nt ph, stra 
Untlowered but should produce an alba of great merit. We have con- 
fidence in this cross, both parents involved being unusually fine forms. 
Season likely to be fall and winter. 
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LC. MAKIKI X LC. PRINCESS MARGARET : 
Makiki is one of our own introductions. An exceedingly strong grower 
with unusually deep color. This hybrid should be a dark fall and winter 
bloomer. We recommend it. 

LC. PETER THE GREAT X C. ENID ALBA . 
Le. Peter the Great is probably the freest flowering Allsa: in existence! 
As many as eleven flowers to the spray. The fine C. Enid alba used in 
this cross should add size and form. Season will doubtless be variable. 

C. MINA ALBA X C. S.E. ENDICOTT 
Here is a pure white cross of great possibilities for size, form and free 
flowering qualities. We recommend this highly. 

C. REMY CHOLET X LC. INTEGRITY VAR. STEADFAST 
This is of course unflowered as yet but we look for a fine winter and 
spring bloomer of excellent substance and rich color. 

C. ENID X LC. INTEGRITY VAR. STEADFAST 
We are always inclined to wax enthusiastic when Lc. Integrity is used 
as a parent, but we will stay with our custom of understatement and just 
highly recommend this cross as being a good speculation. 

LC. EDITH WILLKIE X LC. SUNBELLE 
We introduced Sunbelle into this cross with the idea of giving ‘Edith 
Willkie even more substance and a longer stem. We believe it will 
prove worthwhile. 

LC. CANEVO X C. TITYUS VAR. PATRIARCH 
Here is a cross we can thoroughly recommend as a winter ‘and spring 
bloomer. It undoubtedly will have size, excellent form and substance. 
Medium to deep color in the sepals and petals and an extra fine lip. 

BC. CHIEFTAIN (C. Trianae, Bill Taft x Bc. British Queen) 
Trianae var. Bill Taft has more susbtance, a finer stem and more overall 
color than any Trianae we know of. We believe this mating will give a 
fine winter-flowering Brassocattleya. 

C. SERENITY X LC. CUESTA 
We are afraid to let ourselves go in describing this one. Both parents 
were superb. We offer it with confidence. 

C. HENRIETTA JAPHET (C. Loddigesii x C. Eucharis) 
A white of heavy texture with small to medium flowers and several to a 
spray. Season unknown as yet. 

LC. SANDRA OZZELLA (Lc. S. J. Bracey x C. Dowiana aurea) ; 
We recommend this as a most interesting hybrid from Le, S. J. Bracey 
producing flowers from green-yellow to deep bronze with red lips. 

C. MOUNT ROYAL X LC. EMINENCE 
Of wonderful form and texture and rich in color. The Mount Royal in 
this cross is the best we know of. We recommend this one also. 
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C. SERENITY X BLC. J. K. LILLY 
A most interesting cross as both parents are mere in habe bane 

and color. We consider both of these parents among our best hybrids 
and anticipate progeny from them with great interest. 

C. MAGGIE RAPHAEL (C. Trianae, Imperator A.M. x 
C. Dowiana aurea) : Per seedling: 

Trianae Imperator was the Bent Be the ae strain of Cattleya 
Maggie Raphael. The aurea used here was one of our own home raised 
specialties. Late fall and winter. 

C. FABIANID X C. REMY CHOLET V. VIVICANS Per seedling: 
Unflowered as yet but both parents were superb of their types. 

LC. CUESTA X C. TRIANAE, IMPERATOR A. M. é Per seedling: 

This cross was made with the thought of producing Cuestas in the 
winter time. We selected Trianae, Imperator, knowing it was least 
likely to take color from Cuesta. 

C. REMY CHOLET X C. SERENITY 
Here is a winter bloomer made with the finest fore Pinker bret we 
know of. Both are exceedingly free, of good medium color, the Serenity 
particularly having wonderful substance. 

LC. CUESTA X C. TRIANAE, IMPERATOR A. M. ; Per seedling: 
Pasadena is a hybrid from Lustre and Trianae; J. K. Lilly, from Titymoma 
var. Roundhead. Color in both parents and outstanding vigor in Pasa- 
dena. A hybrid to bank on. 

C. ESTELLE ALBA X (BLC. SNOWDON X BC. 
HEATONENSIS) . ‘ Per seedling: 

This should produce a pure’ white Brassocattleya ‘blooming i in the winter 
time with enough of the Brassocattleya left to give large, beautiful lips, 
Estelle supplying substance and shape. 

C, LUEGEAE ALBA (C. Enid alba x C. Dowiana aurea) Per seedling: 
This is a repetition of our fine strain of Luegeae alba which is well known. 

BLC. GORDON HIGHLANDER (Bc. Mme. C. Maron x Le. Aphrodite) : 
A well-known Brassocattleya. Very large. Sepals and petals are deep 
lavender to light rose. Lip dark purple at the edges with a green-yellow 
throat. 
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